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NFTs are tokenized versions of real or digital assets and
each token is unique, authentic and digitally scarce.
NFTs can only be sold, exchanged or transferred in their
whole form. Because of these unique properties, NFTs
have helped bridge assets across different industries.
NFTs, mixed with this explosive, emerging financial
vertical have limitless potential. They can be used as
collateral in DeFi lending and can also represent more
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DASHBOARD

The above will be the landing page for the Gennix Platform. Here, you will see 5 tabs.

This dashboard is unique to each individual. It represents the value of assets
supplied and borrowed from the Gennix protocol
Supplying assets will result in an increasing APY, whereas borrowing assets
will result in a decreasing APY
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BORROWING AND
LENDING OF ASSETS

Asset: This refers to the asset to be supplied or borrowed
Supply/Borrow: This represents the assets supplied to or borrowed from the protocol
Wallet Balance: This represents your the assets you have in your personal wallet
Collateral: toggling this function enables a user to borrow from the protocol

APY VS APR
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HOW TO LEND (SUPPLY
TO THE PROTOCOL

Click on assets listed under “Supply”, enter the amount you would like to lend to the
protocol, and click “SUPPLY”

Confirm the transaction on your online wallet, and you
will have successfully supplied assets to the Gennix protocol
When you lend an asset, e.g. USDT, you will receive gUSDT, which represents your supplied assets + interest. This
gUSDT can be converted back into USDT at any time
The Supply APY above shows how much yield you will
receive if your assets are lent to the protocol for 1 year
A user can only borrow assets after lending assets to the
protocol. This can be seen via the “Borrow Limit” above.
Lending more assets to the protocol will result in a higher borrow limit: which means that a user will be able to
borrow more assets from the Gennix protocol
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“Borrow Limit Used” shows how much more a user can
borrow
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HOW TO BORROW
FROM PROTOCOL

In order to borrow from the protocol, users will first have to lend an asset to the protocol, and toggle to enable the collateral function

With Collateral enabled, Users will be able to borrow from the protocol.
Click on any asset under “Borrowing”

Enter the amount you would like to borrow from the
protocol and click on “BORROW”. Approve the
transaction on your online wallet, and you will have
successfully borrowed from the Gennix protocol.
Here, the “Borrow APY” represents the rate that will
be levied onto the amount you have borrowed. This
total amount will have to be repaid. Note that due
to interest being compounded per block, you may
have to repay the loan more than 1 time in order to
fully repay your borrowed amount.
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STAKING

In this section, users who have supplied assets to the protocol will receive gToken contracts. E.g.
If Alice lends 1 BNB to the Gennix protocol, Alice will receive 1 gBNB. Alice can convert her 1 gBNB
back to BNB at any time, and receive her BNB back in full + any interest she may have collected.

To stake gTokens in the Gennix protocol, click on the gToken contract that you have. (in
Alice’s case, gBNB) and click “MANAGE”.

Enter the amount of gBNB you would like to stake, and
click “Deposit”. Confirm the transaction on your online wallet, and you would have successfully staked
your gTokens.
To withdraw tokens, follow the same steps, but click
“WITHDRAW”
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Note that to withdraw the Gennix tokens acquired from staking, the user will need to click
“WITHDRAW”, input “0”, and click “WITHDRAW” as
shown above
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FARMING

To farm on the gennix protocol, select your farming pool of choice. You will be given the option
to “DEPOSIT” or “WITHDRAW”. Similar to the steps
above on staking, input your deposit/withdrawal
amount and click “DEPOSIT/WITHDRAWAL” on your
online wallet. You will have successfully utilised the
Gennix farming pools.
Note that to withdraw the Gennix tokens acquired
from staking, the user will need to click “WITHDRAW”, input “0”, and click “WITHDRAW” as shown
above
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GENNIX MARKET

This section is an overview of all money markets within the Gennix protocol. Here, you will be able
to see the total amount of assets borrowed from and supplied to the Gennix protocol. You will
also be able to see the supply APY and borrow APR, as well as to see which markets are the most
popular among users of the Gennix platform
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GENNIX
GOVERNANCE

In this section, users can elect multiple governors, who can create proposals for users to vote on.
These can be proposals on
1. Changing the APY for certain assets
2. Changing the interest rate model
3. Recommend assets to be added to the protocol
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